SC 9 Plenary Week

- Meeting of Ad Hoc Identifiers Interoperability Group
- Meeting of Ad Hoc Identifiers Integrity Group
- SC 9 Plenary Session, Wednesday, May 9
  - 35 Attendees
  - Representing 15 countries
ISO 26324, Digital Object Identifier (DOI)
- Published on May 1, 2012

ISO 27729 International Standard Name Identifier
- Published on March 15, 2012

ISO 27730, International Standard Collection Identifier
- 2nd FDIS Ballot closed on April 5, 2012
- 100% approval, no comments. Approved for publication
Status of work 2/4

- ISO 25964-1 Thesauri and interoperability for vocabularies, Part 1
  - Published on August 8, 2011

- ISO DIS 25964-2 Thesauri and interoperability for vocabularies, Part 2
  - Presently at DIS ballot before SC 9
ISO NP 3901 International Standard Recording Code
- Group facing problems developing industry consensus on strategy for revising ISRC
- Project was re-approved by SC 9 in August 2010
- Awaiting CD

ISO NP 17316, Information and documentation -- International standard document link
- Awaiting CD
Approved Revision

- Following Systematic Review, the revision project was approved during the plenary this week
Increasing awareness and concern about non-authorized agents issuing purported ISO Identifiers. Growing problem, that is causing confusion in the marketplace.

The ad hoc group met and discussed this issue and potential solutions.

- Report of the meeting due June 2012
Question?
Thank you

- Many thanks to our hosts
  - DIN Deutsches Institut für Normung

- And to our many German colleagues who helped organize this very successful and productive meeting